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Where do more interesting

dynamical systems 

come from?

Some physics motivating 
some mathematical studies.



Forces around equilibrium are entropic:

The mere power of large numbers

“Strife is not for the component substances, for these component substances 
of all organism, as air, water, and earth, are abundant; 
neither is the strife for energy as such, for this occurs in abundance, as the 
heat content of matter of our environment; 
but strife is for the free energy available 
for the performance of work.”  (Boltzmann, 1886) 

Reason: time-reversal invariance
cf detailed balance

exp S(Y)  k(Y,Y’)   = exp S(Y’)  k(Y’,Y)

where S(Y) = entropy of condition Y and k(Y,Y’) are transition rates.







Kraaij, Lazarescu, CM and Peletier, Deriving GENERIC from a generalized
fluctuation symmetry. Journal of Statistical Physics 170, 492-508 (2018).

https://fys.kuleuven.be/itf/staff/christ/files/pdf/pub/fysicageneric.pdf
https://fys.kuleuven.be/itf/staff/christ/files/pdf/pub/fysicageneric.pdf


Statistical force

Probe (x) coupled to nonequilibrium

medium through energy U(x,η)

Systematic force: 

Equilibrium :

Free 
energy



The questions
Q1

• What is (involved in) the vector potential?

• What determines the direction of the induced current?

Q2

• Can nonequilibria make fixed points (more) stable?

• Can nonequilibria stabilize patterns/phases?

Q3

• What are the friction/noise relations?  How to modify 
the Einstein (second fluctuation-dissipation) relation?
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Stabilizing the metastable  
or even the unstable…

Standard examples:

-Via feedback, dynamical control

By ClarkH - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3846878



Stabilizing the metastable  
or even the unstable…

Much less trivial:

Stephenson-Kapitza (inverted) pendulum

R.Citro et al, arXiv:1501.05660 [quant-ph]



Probe interacting 

with 

nonequilibrium  
medium  
connected  to 

equilibrium 

reservoir(s)

Set-up

Time-scale separation: probe is slow, 

medium relaxes fast to stationary 

state











Multiple probes  in short-range interaction 
with driven medium

medium

coupling

Statistical force on αth-probe





Stability of equidistant “crystal” configuration



NEW ATTRACTOR:  stable EQUIDISTANT CONFIGURATION OF PROBES

FLOW   TOWARDS CRYSTAL FORMATION







Stabilizing the metastable  or even the unstable…

Consider many particles undergoing a Mexican-
shape self-potential  (2 dim).

Short range attraction to probe

Origin is unstable fixed point for probe



or









Shown:  stability of origin as fixed point of probe 
increases with rotation amplitude of medium.

E.g. plot of effective spring constant m, second order effect



Q1:  Non-Gradient character
Local linear structure: differential stiffness of probe

Under equilibrium: intrinsic mechanical stiffness 
diminished by fluctuations in the medium

With Maxwell symmetries:  

Under contact with nonequilibrium medium: rotational part



Statistical force: EXPANSION in coupling parameter  λ

with

=



Q3;  deriving the Langevin-
Smoluchowski dynamics

Force =  systematic part  +  friction  +  noise

? Systematic force =  nature of induced force 

? 2nd fluctuation-dissipation theorem in friction/noise 
relation

? Nature of noise

for a probe in a medium, colloid, Brownian motion,…



Effective stochastic dynamics
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